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21 Abstract—Despite the debilitating consequences and the

widespread prevalence of brain trauma insults including

spinal cord injury (SCI) and traumatic brain injury (TBI),

there are currently few effective therapies for most of brain

trauma sequelae. As a consequence, there has been a major

quest for identifying better diagnostic tools, predictive mod-

els, and directed neurotherapeutic strategies in assessing

brain trauma. Among the hallmark features of brain injury

pathology is the central nervous systems’ (CNS) abnormal

activation of the immune response post-injury. Of interest,

is the occurrence of autoantibodies which are produced fol-

lowing CNS trauma-induced disruption of the blood–brain

barrier (BBB) and released into peripheral circulation

mounted against self-brain-specific proteins acting as auto-

antigens. Recently, autoantibodies have been proposed as

the new generation class of biomarkers due to their long-

term presence in serum compared to their counterpart

antigens. The diagnostic and prognostic value of several

existing autoantibodies is currently being actively studied.

Furthermore, the degree of direct and latent contribution

of autoantibodies to CNS insult is still not fully character-

ized. It is being suggested that there may be an analogy of

CNS autoantibodies secretion with the pathophysiology of

autoimmune diseases, in which case, understanding and

defining the role of autoantibodies in brain injury paradigm

(SCI and TBI) may provide a realistic prospect for the devel-

opment of effective neurotherapy. In this work, we will dis-

cuss the accumulating evidence about the appearance of

autoantibodies following brain injury insults. Furthermore,

we will provide perspectives on their potential roles as

pathological components and as candidate markers for

detecting and assessing CNS injury. � 2014 Published by

Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.
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32

33INTRODUCTION

34Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major health concern with

35an incidence of 1.7 million cases per year in the United

36States. TBI is characterized with long-term conse-

37quences and debilitating post-injury disabilities (Selassie

38et al., 2008; Wolf et al., 2009; Corrigan et al., 2010). TBI

39refers to a spectrum of focal and diffuse cerebral insults

40resulting from sudden shock, blunt or transmitted force,

41hypoxia, intoxication, and vascular injuries to the brain

42(Malkesman et al., 2013). The immediate phase of injury

43arises from direct mechanical injury; while the secondary

44latent phase arises from systemic biochemical and physi-

45ological changes involving excitotoxicity, energy failure,

46ischemia, cell death, edema, delayed axonal injury, and

47inflammation (Diamond et al., 2013; Malkesman et al.,

482013). Importantly, TBI, and even mild injuries, have been

49linked to serious long-term complications, including
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50 chronic traumatic encephalopathy, neuropsychiatric and

51 movement disorders and early onset dementia (Angoa-

52 Perez et al., 2014; Bazarian et al., 2014).

53 Currently, there are few effective therapies targeted

54 against the latent manifestations of TBI (Beauchamp

55 et al., 2008; Loane and Faden, 2010; Maas et al., 2010;

56 Wheaton et al., 2011) exacerbated by the fact that there

57 are no diagnostic approaches that can identify those who

58 will develop severe complications later. A better under-

59 standing of CNS trauma and its pathogenic processes

60 are major components to develop improved diagnostic

61 tools that allow for accurate disease characterization and

62 phenotyping. These enhanced tools have a direct impact

63 toward establishing novel targeted patient management

64 and better neurotherapeutic strategies. Advanced prog-

65 nostic capabilities, determination of injury severity and

66 prediction of long-term complications are also required

67 for better injury management. These advances may be

68 provided by identifying accurate biological molecular

69 signature markers, referred to as biomarkers.

70 Biomarkers refer to detectable components liberated

71 by tissues in a disease state, or better defined as

72 biological parameters that are in an altered state

73 different from those in a healthy individual (Raad et al.,

74 2012). An ideal biomarker involves detection, diagnosis

75 and prognosis of a disease state. The five phases pro-

76 posed by the National Institute of Health in the evaluation

77 of biomarkers are in sequence (NIH, 1998): (1) discovery

78 using genomics or proteomics, (2) developing an assay

79 that is portable and reproducible, (3) measuring sensitivity

80 and specificity, (4) affirming the measurement in a large

81 cohort, and (5) determining the risks and benefits of using

82 the new diagnostic biomarker.

83 The current available protein and gene biomarkers are

84 now regarded as early generation biomarkers that suffer

85 from several limitations, such as low specificities and

86 sensitivities (Papa et al., 2013). Therefore, a search for

87 a novel family of biomarkers in this field is essential;

88 and currently, both microRNAs and autoantibodies are

89 under investigation. In this review, we highlight the poten-

90 tial use of autoantibodies as candidate blood biomarkers

91 discussing their potential roles in the secondary progres-

92 sion of CNS trauma and its underlying pathology.

93 THE IMMUNE RESPONSE AFTER CNS INJURY

94 After brain injury, the immune system is engaged acutely

95 to contain the injured cells, and chronically to support

96 spontaneous brain regenerative processes, including

97 neovascularization, axonal sprouting, and neurogenesis

98 (Peruzzotti-Jametti et al., 2014). The degree of recovery

99 may be dependent on the success of these molecular

100 mechanisms.

101 Autoinflammation involves inflammasomes, multioligo-

102 meric proteins that initiate the innate immune response

103 and an uncontrolled production of cytokines coupled with

104 the activation of myeloid cell lineages (e.g., monocytes/

105 macrophages and neutrophils), and self-reactive lympho-

106 cytes. On the other hand, autoimmunity occurs due to

107 activation or survival of self-reactive lymphocytes with

108 enhanced synthesis of autoantibodies directed against

109one or more of the individual’s own self proteins. Both

110pathways have been implicated in progression of

111secondary injury after CNS injury (Archelos and Hartung,

1122000; Jones et al., 2005; Trivedi et al., 2006; de Rivero

113Vaccari et al., 2008; Diamond et al., 2009). Autoimmune

114recognition plays a pivotal role in tuning the strength of

115the immune activation by presenting and processing self-

116antigens. The nature and degree of activation determine

117whether the response is beneficial or detrimental to recov-

118ery (Trivedi et al., 2006).

119Importantly, both B and T lymphocytes appear to

120contribute to CNS injury and repair (Ankeny et al., 2006,

1212009; Popovich and Longbrake, 2008). Ankeny et al. dis-

122cussed the contribution of B-cell activation and its associ-

123ated autoantibodies in the area of spinal cord injury (SCI)

124pathogenesis proposing new sites for neuro-therapeutic

125targeting for patients suffering from SCI (Ankeny et al.,

1262006, 2009; Ankeny and Popovich, 2009, 2010). B-lym-

127phocytes involved in such pathogenesis are shown to

128develop from bone marrow and specifically from hemato-

129poietic stem cells at its immature phase (Dalakas,

1302008a,b).

131Upon the entrance of a ‘‘non-self’’ alien antigen, the

132immune system mounts an immune response where

133plasma cells, which are mature B-cells, are paired with T

134cells stimulation. Nonetheless, when the confronted

135antigen is a self or a host-derived (DNA, Peptide or

136protein), then the immune response elicited is called an

137autoimmune response (Ankeny et al., 2009). Typically,

138during the developmental stages, negative-selection abol-

139ishes highly reactive lymphocyteswhereas, positive-selec-

140tion keeps ‘‘sub-threshold’’ stimulation of lymphocytes that

141identify self/host antigens and increase sensitivity to alien

142antigens (Stefanova et al., 2002). This machinery of posi-

143tive-selection has a crucial role in controlling the immune

144reaction and regulating it; nonetheless, when the threshold

145level is crossed then an abnormal condition of autoimmu-

146nity is elicited (Stefanova et al., 2002). When stimulation

147of its correlated antigens occurs, B-cells differentiate into

148antibody-secreting plasma cells and afterward into the

149long-lived antibody secreting plasma cells (Dalakas,

1502008a,b). B-cells can play the role of antigen-presenting

151cells as well as antibody secreting cells (Waubant, 2008;

152Dalakas, 2008b). These activated B-cells make their way

153to the secondary lymphatic system, to the bone marrow,

154and to the CNS (Dalakas, 2008b).

155Recent studies have provided conflicting evidence

156about which immune mechanisms are beneficial and

157which are detrimental (Ankeny et al., 2006, 2009;

158Popovich and Longbrake, 2008). Some autoantibodies

159produced against CNS cells have been shown to be ben-

160eficial since they activate intracellular repair pathways

161(Wright et al., 2009). Furthermore, natural autoreactive

162monoclonal antibodies, especially the immunoglobulin M

163(IgM) isotype that are produced at early phases of immune

164response, may have some neurotherapeutic potential in

165CNS disease by promoting CNS protection and repair

166(Schwartz and Raposo, 2014). IgM antibodies are thought

167to enhance re-myelination, neurite growth and prevention

168of neuronal apoptosis as shown in mouse models of

169multiple sclerosis (Wright et al., 2009). In addition, these
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